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Abstract 
This study explores the role of false cognates in Russian-speaking learners of EFL classes where developing 
intercultural communicative competence is the primary goal of learning English. False cognates, also known as false 
friends, are pairs of words which have a similar form and /or pronunciation but different meanings in two languages.
The aim of this study is to raise awareness in avoiding misunderstanding, which English-Russian false friends cause in 
English-medium intercultural communication. Some of the common English-Russian false friends in English-medium 
communicative situations have been identified and analyzed by the participation of teachers and learners. The 
implications of this study will provide new insights into the development of intercultural communicative competence 
in ELT.  
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1. Introduction 
The influence of global developments in the socio-cultural background of communication in the English 
language has enabled the study of English as an important subject in the school curriculum.  
Nowadays, English is currently studied as a second language, a foreign language, or an international 
language at schools all around the world. While the two former concepts of English as a second or foreign 
language have been used for a long time, the latter concept of English as an international language is 
relevantly new. Contemporary courses of English language to the speakers of other languages claim that 
they prepare learners for authentic intercultural communications in English. Authentic situations occur 
when the speakers of a local language come into contact with international speakers of the English 
language for many possible reasons. At such times, both parties of the interaction typically have influence 
on the common international language of communication, which is often English. As a result of interaction 
between members of different cultures in English, many words and phrases have been borrowed and used 
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in both local languages and English as a global language. One would expect that these borrowings might 
help when students learn to communicate in English, but just the opposite of such expectation may turn out 
to emerge if learners were not warned about the false friends that exist in the English language.  
Thus, the study of false friends – the words or phrases which sound similar in both languages – and their 
role in the interlanguage of English and Russian learners could be an important asset to avoid 
misunderstanding in intercultural communications. Moreover, it might contribute to learners’ intercultural 
communicative competence, which is a realistic goal for learning and teaching English at current age of 
globalization. In fact, both types of cognates known as true and false friends have always attracted the 
attention of translator-interpreters and educators because they have found their advantages over non-
cognates in both translation and language education. On the other hand, relevant studies have shown that 
false cognates between two related languages can particularly cause problems for translators (Schlesinger 
& Malkiel 2005) and second language learners (Meara 1993). Therefore, the study of Russian false friends 
in English offers potential contribution to the English language teaching and English-Russian translation 
studies. Especially non-native teachers of English in Russian-speaking regions need to be aware of these 
words and phrases. Then, perhaps, they can help learners when there is confusion due to the use of false 
friends.  
This study aims to raise awareness in avoiding misunderstanding, which English-Russian false friends 
cause in intercultural communication in English, and to discuss their relevant pedagogical implications in 
English language classes for Russian speakers.  
When Russian-speaking English language learners in schools and universities misuse false friends, it 
reveals students’ incomplete lexical competence and leads to the communication of unintentional 
meanings. Unless they were consciously briefed about the real meanings of false friends, they would not be 
able to avoid misusing them. English language teachers can employ several types of activities that involve 
students into appropriate use of false friends in intercultural communicative situations. Therefore, an 
attempt to answer the following questions, which emerge from the needs of an intercultural communicative 
ELT class, determines the focus of this study: 
• What are the different types of false friends? Can English-Russian false friends be classified according 
to their similarities and differences in meaning? 
• What are some of the misused English-Russian false friends that learners/teachers need to analyze in 
ELT?  
• In what authentic oral communicative situations are “English-Russian false friends” likely to occur? 
• How can learners’ attention be attracted to these meaning differences of some “English-Russian false 
friends? 
2. Background of ELT in Kazakhstan  
Language education in Kazakhstan is bound with the official language policies of the country. 
Kazakhstan, a country which gained its independence after the collapse of the Soviet Union, is the home of 
diverse ethnic populations in addition to the titular Kazakh nation. Having inherited a multicultural society 
from the former republic of the Soviet Union, Russian language seems to continue to be the dominant 
language of intercultural communication for the citizens of Kazakhstan. Moreover, the intensive relations 
with the other former republics strengthen the role of Russian as an intercultural language although Kazakh 
language has been promoted to be the language of governance and the multilingual education policies 
prioritized Kazakh language as the mother tongue of the titular nation and the representative of the national 
identity - the umbrella socio-cultural identity - for all citizens in Kazakhstan. Schools and universities in 
Kazakhstan provide the education of Kazakh, Russian and English languages to the non-native speakers of 
these languages. Traditionally, the mainstream approach to the teaching of Kazakh has been a grammar-
translation method in which the learners are assumed to know the Russian language. Russian, however, has 
been taught either in Kazakh (to native Kazakh speakers) or in English (to foreigners in Kazakhstan). 
Influenced by the teaching of Kazakh and Russian languages, the mainstream approach to teaching English 
also tends to use the learners’ first language in a comparative lexica-grammatical analysis through 
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translation. Due to the fact that the textbooks, teachers and teacher-training systems were initially inherited 
from the former Soviet Union, Russian was treated as the common language everyone was supposed to 
know. So, traditionally Russian has been used in grammar- translation classes to teach English. Therefore, 
the knowledge of cognates has been particularly important in translation - based ELT classes. English-
Russian and Russian-English Dictionary of Misleading Words has been a significant reference not only for 
translators but for teachers of English, as well (Akulenko 1969).  
Currently, the ELT textbooks and sets of ELT materials by international publishers such as Oxford 
University Press, Macmillan, or Pearson are widely used in schools, ELT centers and ELT departments of 
higher educational institutions. Despite the fact that they provide and promote the use of English as the 
only medium of instruction, many of the English language teachers continued to use Russian at least to 
explain English grammar rules deductively and to translate the English words and phrases. Moreover, 
translation has been treated as one of the main skills in learning the English language, which is related to 
and includes all other skills of reading, writing, listening, speaking, grammar, vocabulary and 
pronunciation. In such context of learning and teaching English as an international language, awareness in 
English-Russian cognates and false friends is still important for Russian – speaking teachers or learners of 
the English language. 
1.1. Identifying English-Russian False Friends 
Cognates are traditionally defined as linguistic forms which are historically derived from the same 
source (Crystal 1997: 67). Based on such a definition, cognates should be particularly common across 
historically related languages; however, cognates can also be found in languages which belong to different 
language families. In those languages cognates may occur because of borrowing or loanwords (Friel & 
Kennison 2001). The cognates that occur in English and Russian languages are basically due to 
borrowings, sometimes even from a common source of another language such as French, German or Latin. 
As a result of relationships with Europe for over several centuries, many words were adopted into the 
Russian language. German influence is noticeable in architecture, shipbuilding, and military engineering 
(i.e. армада, адмирал, акустика). Borrowings from French were remarkable in the areas of fashion (i.e. 
сигарета, колледж) and philosophy (i.e. реализм, радикализм, революция, демонстрация, 
национализм). Recent flood of English words into the Russian language in the areas of computing, trade 
and business allowed anyone to use words like бизнесвуман (businesswoman), менеджер (manager), ноу-
хау (know-how), ноутбук (notebook computer), гамбургер (hamburger), and софт (software) in 
everyday conversation in Russian. When the language of conversation is English, Russian speakers 
obviously use such words comfortably since they refer to the same meaning in both languages. However, 
some of the words that were adopted into Russian sometimes do not refer to the same meaning despite their 
similar spelling and pronunciation in both Russian and English. (i.e. Russian word магазин refers to a shop 
, not a periodical). Such words can easily cause misunderstanding as they mislead the international speaker 
during a conversation in English; therefore they are known as false cognates, or false friends. 
A generally accepted classification of false friends consists of two types such as total false friends and 
partial false friends. This categorization is based on the semantic differences existing between two similar 
word pairs in two different languages. Total false friends imply an obvious semantic difference between 
the L2 and the L1, English and Russian in this case (e.g. English magazine-meaning a periodical vs. 
Russian магазин-meaning a shop, English gymnasium-meaning a sports hall vs. Russian гимназия-
meaning a special type of school). 
As regards to partial false friends, a semantic overlap occurs when two similar words have at least one 
shared meaning and at least one different meaning. The polysemantic nature of words is a factor which 
triggers off the occurrence of this type of false friends. The English word concert and the Russian 
word концерт are an example for a pair of partial false friends. Both words have the meaning of a public 
performance of music, while the English word has a secondary meaning that refers to the agreement in 
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purpose, feeling, or action such as being in concert with somebody/something which means working 
together with somebody/something. The Russian word has also a generic meaning of any performance such 
as drama extracts, reciting, or theatricals. The present study examines word pairs belonging to both 
categories and shows the challenges these different types of false friends pose to the English language 
learners.    
1.2. English-Russian False Friends in the Context of Intercultural Communication in English  
Contemporary language education fosters intercultural communication, and the ultimate goal for 
learning English is to achieve an advanced level of intercultural communicative competence. Intercultural 
communicative competence (henceforth ICC, for short) is a complex phenomenon which can be briefly 
defined as the abilities needed to be performed effectively and appropriately when interacting with others 
who are linguistically and culturally different from oneself (Fantini 2005). A foreign language learner’s 
competence in any sort of intercultural encounters begins with conscience ignorance about the target 
culture, and continues as one notices the existence and accepts the differences of the Other’s beliefs, values 
and attitudes that are expressed through verbal or non-verbal messages during the interaction. According to 
Byram’s model of ICC, learners need to develop their knowledge, attitudes, skills and thus, critical cultural 
awareness to be competent in intercultural communication ( Byram 1997). Bennett describes psychological 
stages that an intercultural speaker goes through while striving for competency in intercultural 
communicative situations (Bennett 1993). Bennett’s developmental model starts with the denial of the 
target culture which denotes a stage of incompetence in intercultural communication. In the second stage, 
the learner is in a defensive mode during which he or she constantly criticizes the differences of the target 
culture and considers his or her own superior by all means. When the learner begins to minimize 
differences indicates an initial stage of intercultural competence. The next stage of acceptance refers to the 
learner’s neutral attitude towards cultural differences which replaces such words as strange, weird, or 
wrong with different. The fifth stage in Bennett’s model is the adaptation stage during which the learner 
effectively participates in the communicative processes with the target culture by intentionally changing his 
or her own behavior and communication style. The stage which tends to be achieved only by long term 
residence in the target culture refers to the instinctive change of behavior and communication style that 
happens without learner’s realization of it. 
False friends between the first language and the target language tend to slow down the process of ICC 
development. A learner at Bennett’s denial stage does not recognize the meaning difference of the false 
friends during an intercultural interaction. Another learner is likely to ignore it due to his or her defensive 
mode believing that the meaning in the first language should be appropriate. A more competent learner 
tends to minimize the differences of meaning when they need to use false friends, and this also may lead to 
failure in effective intercultural communication. Learners at these levels most probably lack necessary 
knowledge about the different meaning references of the pair of false friends, tend to misinterpret the 
message in the target language, fail to develop the appropriate attitude, and ignore possible compensation 
strategies for successful communication.  
Russian-speaking learners of the English language, who are at some stage of developing their 
knowledge, attitudes, skills and critical cultural awareness in intercultural communication, are not immune 
to failure that arises from the misuse of false friends. As a non-native international speaker of English, who 
often interacts with locals mostly in educational and academic domains of intercultural communication in 
English, one of the authors of this paper has been through such experiences of failure. When he first heard 
a colleague refer to a third year college student (indeed, a junior) during a casual conversation, he was 
confused. The local teacher of English had described the student as a third course student.  Sometimes she 
had even omitted the last word when she said something like the following: 
- A third course is supposed to be at upper intermediate level. 
The international interlocutor, the co-author of this paper, thought a short-while and asked himself: 
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‘Is she talking about a course of English? If she is, then at what levels are the other two previous 
courses supposed to be? How many courses are there in the curriculum? Why are they called as the first, 
second or third instead of a proper title that could remind the course content? How should I respond?’ 
In another case, when the head of the department demanded the lecturers to prepare the educational and 
methodological complex of the disciplines, he was confused again. Was he asked to prepare just one set of 
preparation materials (syllabi, lecture notes, assessment tools, etc) for his courses which were all related to 
ELT Methods, or was he supposed to prepare a separate pack for each course he was going to teach? He 
was later not relieved to find out that the local interlocutor, the head of department had actually referred to 
the courses when he used the word ‘discipline’. This meant at least two times more paperwork for teachers 
than when they would prepare just a pack. .  
The interaction in the sample situations above was truly intercultural since it was between a local 
(Russian) non-native speaker and foreign (Turkish) non-native speaker of English. The meaning of course 
and discipline in 
Russian had a confusing influence on the local speaker’s English as these words became false friends with 
their similar sounding equivalents in English. 
2. Awareness Raising on English-Russian False Friends in ELT 
A variety of techniques can be used to raise awareness of English-Russian false friends in ELT classes 
with intercultural communicative perspectives. However, presenting the appropriate materials in relevant 
contexts is crucial. The appropriate materials refer to the frequently used false friends that appear to be 
easy to grasp, learn and understand at first sight. In fact, the formal appearance of these words is not really 
indicative of their true meaning particularly for non-native speakers of English.  
The false friends that have been selected to provide examples for the tasks in this paper are probably not 
representative of the most frequent and well-known couples. However, they sufficiently represent the 
category of Russian false friends in English lexis. The purpose is to inspire language teachers to produce 
their own materials that can meet their learners’ immediate needs. 
2.1. Managing Feedback Over Learners’ Erratic Use of False Friends 
False friends as one of the sources of student errors naturally appear in speaking and writing tasks. 
During a fluency-based communicative speaking activity, the teacher’s intervention to correct students may 
be inappropriate. However, if it is possible to record the speaking performance during which the teacher 
catches some misuse of Russian false friends in English, the teacher may ask students to listen and watch 
the recording afterwards and find out the moments that relate to the teacher’s critical but encouraging 
comments. During the accuracy work, the ways of managing feedback over students’ first language 
interference errors are probably not much different from those of developmental errors. Drawing learners’ 
attention to false friends by a quick gesture or by another type of hint, the teacher shows incorrectness 
which should be followed by students’ self correction. If students are unable to correct themselves, the 
teacher can give the correct version and use some remedial activities to further consolidate the difference 
between true and false meaning in English.  
One such example that includes a lingua-cultural comparison of English and Russian versions has been 
provided in this paper below (see Table 1). The teacher may ask students to develop the table, which is 
indeed like a bilingual English-Russian learners’ dictionary.  Students add to the list of false friends 
whenever they use a new couple of them in the lesson. They can also refer to monolingual dictionaries or 
internet resources on false friends in order to expand it. A useful internet resource could be Vladimir 
Krasnov’s  Англо-русский словарь "ложных друзей переводчика" English Russian Dictionary of "False 
Friends" (Krasnov, 2004) 
  
Table 1. Comparison of Different Meanings of Some False Friends in Russian and English 
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Russian-
English False 
Friends 
True meaning 
of the Russian 
word in 
English 
Example sentence  
for the Russian word 
True meaning  
of the English word 
in Russian 
 Example sentence  
for the English word 
Аккуратный  
vs 
 Accurate 
 
Аккуратный 
 – neat, 
punctual 
 
Он выглядит 
аккуратным. 
 = He looks neat. 
Он аккуратен и  никогда 
не опаздывает. 
= He is punctual and never 
comes late. 
 
Accurate  
– правильный, 
точный 
 
His English is grammatically 
accurate, but he speaks slowly. 
=  Он говорит на английском 
грамматически правильно, но 
медленно. 
Артист  
vs  
Artist 
 
Артист  
– actor   
Он -- известный артист.  
= He is a well-known 
actor. 
Artist 
 – художник 
The artist of this painting could be 
Picasso. 
= Художником этой картины 
возможно является Пикасо. 
 
Кабинет  
vs  
Cabinet 
 
 
 
 
 
Кабинет 
– office,study 
Он в своём кабинете.  
= He is in his office 
(study). 
Cabinet  
- шкаф с ящиками; 
- кабинет 
министров (a 
council advising a 
president) 
 
He opened a file cabinet and removed 
a thick folder. 
= Он открыл шкаф и вытащил 
толстую папку. 
Аудитория  
vs  
Auditorium 
 
Аудитория 
– audience 
Это была внимательная  
аудитория.  
= It was an attentive 
audience. 
 
Auditorium  
– зал. 
The auditorium was fully occupied by 
the international audience. 
= Зал был полностью занят 
инностранной аудиторией.  
 
Репетиция  
vs 
Repetition 
Репетиция 
- rehearsal  
Вчера была последняя 
репетиция. 
= We had the last rehearsal 
yesterday. 
Repetition 
- повторять 
A parrot’s repetition of some words is 
not the evidence for its communication 
in human languages. 
= Умение попугая повторять 
некоторые слова не является 
доказательством его способностей 
общения с людьми. 
 
 
Another activity with which the teacher can consolidate students’ knowledge, attitudes and skills 
through raising awareness of false friends may be a true / false exercise (see Table 2). In the form of a table 
that includes example statements of false friends to be judged as true or false depending on students’ 
perceptions. The teacher, then, can correct and start a discussion over the similarities and differences of the 
two cultures in relation to the false friends as a part of learning objectives of the lesson. 
 
Table 2. Awareness-Raising Task 
 
Statements          True   False 
1. We usually go to a magazine to buy milk.   
2. Another word for sleep-walker is lunatic   
3. A compositor  is a person who creates music.   
4. We usually see focuses in circus.  
5. My favorite artist who acts professionally in movies is Eddie Murphy. 
6. If a person is well-dressed, we usually say she/he is accurate. 
  
 
Some of the false friends can be easily differentiated through visuals. The clipart pictures of English and 
Russian versions can be shown on the computer or projector screen. However, a careful pre-test of what the 
pictures actually refer to is needed to make sure that students perceive the same item or quality in them. 
Examples may include a picture of clay in which a flower pot is being made by hands in contrast with 
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another picture which shows a tube of glue (with a well-known brand name). The teacher may ask which 
picture refers to the true equivalent of the Russian word to distinguish the difference in the meaning of 
similar sounding word couples of ‘clay’. 
Having used these classroom activities, the authors of this paper would describe the task of the language 
teacher as challenging since he or she must be competent in both languages and cultures. Moreover, there 
is a need for careful preparation of the materials because current course books do not include information 
on English-Russian false friends. 
3. Conclusion 
False friends are word couples which look or sound similar, but have actually different meanings in the 
first languages of interlocutors during intercultural communication. The difference of meaning may be 
partial or total, and it arises from borrowings that reflect the differences of cultural mindsets of the 
speakers. English-Russian False friends can be one of the sources of misunderstanding in English-medium 
educational institutions during intercultural interactions among the staff or between teachers and students. 
Drawing conscious attention to some context-specific English-Russian false friends and developing 
techniques and strategies to raise awareness of them can contribute to the development of intercultural 
competence in EFL classes with Russian-speaking learners. The teachers can prepare class activities which 
involve false friends and related cross cultural elements in order to supplement current textbooks. 
However, the awareness-raising task of false friends and related comparative study of cultures in ELT are 
not assumed to be easy for the English language teachers who need to be culturally competent and well 
equipped in both local and target languages. Limitations of monolingual native speakers could be the 
subject of a further study, and the place of false friends in a teacher-training course curriculum for native 
speaker ELT staff members might be proposed in the end. 
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